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BALCONY



Set exterior furniture - 2 armchairs + sofa 126 2L  
Coffee table 90x150 - acacia wood 
Decorative pillows exterior - 45x45 
Exterior fabric covers for decorative pillows  
Exterior table 120diam - Teak wood 
Exterior stackable dining chairs - acacia wood
Flower box concrete 80l x 25P x 25 A grey 

Balcony



OPEN PLAN LIVING ROOM



Wall paper - wall : 290x255 stripes 
Side board 200x45x75 - MDF oak matt / lacquered matt 
Canvas with frame 82x122 
Table light 
TV unit 200x45x60 - MDF oak mate / lacquered mate 
Shelf 210x30x60 - MDF oak mate / lacquered mate 
Vase cement white 39diam 
Artificial plant - 80 

Living space

A modern open plan layout with straight lines and an open floor plan that merges living and kitchen 
spaces, typical of contemporary architecture. The presence of large windows and sliding glass doors 
ensures a design that values natural light and outdoor connectivity, 

Living space (Continued)



Decorative pillows  40x35 
Fabric 1 40x35 
Fabric 2 40x35 
Canvas 100x100 
Artificial plant 
Vase cement white 39diam 
Side table 30diam 
Coffee table diam 70 MDF laquered mate 
Coffee table diam 50 MDF laquered mate 

Wall paper - wall : 469x255 boxes 
Sofa 3 L 240x95 
Fabric sofa 
Decorative pillows 
Fabric 1 50x40 
Fabric 2 40x35 
Rug round 300 
Armchair 
Fabric - armchair 

Living space (Continued)

Living space (Continued)



Living space (Continued)

Wall paper - wall : 242x255 
stripes 
Canvas with frame black 50x50
Canvas with frame black 50x50

Wave curtain track wall fixation - white 
Wave curtain fabric 
Side table 50.5diam x 51 A 
Floor lamp - white 
Wall clock decor 76diam 
Wave curtain track wall fixation - white 
Wave curtain fabric 

Entrance hall

Bedroom hall

Wall hanger black 31L x 9A
Blade blinds black 15mm - on 
glass door
Side board 200x45x75 - MDF 
oak mate / lacquered mate
Canvas with frame 82x12



KITCHEN DINING AREA



Kitchen Dining...

Kitchen and kitchen island supplied as part of the home package.

Exterior table 120diam - Teak wood 
Exterior stackable dining chairs - acacia wood
Stool white - MDF and propil.
Suspended lamps 



Master Bedroom

The master bedroom combines functionality 
with a clean aesthetic, utilizing a restrained 
color palette and streamlined furniture to create 
a peaceful and modern space.

The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in the file.

MASTER BEDROOM

Upholstered bed base 180x200 
Upholstered wedge headboard 300x120x5cm
Fabric for mattress base and headboard ref.:20
Mattress 180x200 visco gel   (premium quality)
Wallpaper  
Rug 210 X 300 cm ref: 36 with Line 
Table lamp  
Floor lamp - black  
Armchair  
Fabric cover for armchair 
 



Master Bedroom (Continued)

Decorative pillow 70x40 
Fabric for Decorative pillow 70x40 ref.: Bahia
Decorative pillow 60x40 
Fabric for Decorative pillow ref.:07 
Decorative pillow 50x30 
Fabric for Decorative pillow 55x30 ref.:2400712
Wave curtain track wall fixation - white 
Waves Curtain  ref.: 235S

Decorative pillow 45x45
Fabric for Decorative pillow ref.:07
Fabric for Decorative pillow ref.:2400712
Wardrobe with 2 mirror doors in MDF lacquered with vertical black handles 120x55x210
Wardrobe with 2 doors in MDF lacquered, with black vertical handles 120x55x210
Chest of 8 drawers in lacquered MDF 140x40x80
Bedside table with 2 drawers in MDF lacquered 65x35x45  
Mirror 52x152cm white frame 

MASTER BEDROOM

Master Bedroom (Continued)



GUEST BEDROOM ONE 



Guest Bedroom One

Natural light cascades through the windows, enhancing the airy ambiance and highlighting the clean lines and 
uncluttered space that define the room's minimalist charm. For privacy and mood, window treatments can be drawn, 
softening the sunlight to a gentle glow.

This guest bedroom is not just a place to sleep; it's a space crafted for relaxation and tranquillity, where guests can 
retreat to their own peaceful corner of the world. Every detail has been considered to create an inviting atmosphere 
that's both modern and timeless.

A generously-sized guest bedroom designed with both elegance and functionality in mind. As you enter, you're 
greeted by the calming palette of the room, adorned with minimalist decor that exudes sophistication and 
simplicity.
A custom designed dressing table that serves as a perfect spot for guests to prepare for the day or an evening out. 
The dressing table's sleek design is both practical and pleasing to the eye, equipped with ample storage for 
personal items.

Ample closet space ensures that guests can comfortably unpack and settle in, with custom-built organizers that 
make storage a breeze. The closets are discreet yet spacious, with a thoughtful design that maximizes the room's 
sleek aesthetic.

GUEST BEDROOM ONE



Guest Bedroom One (Continued)

Upholstered chair 
Decorative frame Waves 50x70 
Decorative frame  Ficus 50x70 
Decorative frame  Lines 50x70 
Decorative pillow 70x40 
Fabric for Decorative pillow  70x40 ref.: 111 
Decorative pillow  60x40 
Fabric for Decorative pillow  ref.:7 
Decorative pillow  50x30 
Fabric for Decorative pillow  55x30 ref.:41 
Wave curtain track wall fixation - white 
Waves Curtain  ref.: 235S 
Mirror 52x152cm white frame 

Upholstered bed base 180x200  
Upholstered wedge headboard 270x120x5cm  
Fabric for mattress base and headboard ref.:29  
Matteress 180x200 visco (normal quality)  
Wallpaper  
Rug 70 x 150 cm ref: 93 with Line (02un) 
Wardrobe with 2 doors in MDF lacquered , with gold vertical handles 120x55x210 
Bedside table with 2 drawers in MDF lacquered 65x35x45 
Desk table with 2 drawers in MDF lacquered 120x55x75 
Pendant lamp 

GUEST BEDROOM ONE



Guest Bedroom Two
A guest bedroom of generous proportions with ample closet space and a decor that evokes a light and airy 
atmosphere. A perfect balance of comfort and style, creating a serene retreat for visitors with all the amenities they 
need to feel at home.

GUEST BEDROOM TWO

Natural light cascades through the windows, enhancing the airy ambiance and highlighting the clean lines and 
uncluttered space that define the room's minimalist charm. For privacy and mood, window treatments can be drawn, 
softening the sunlight to a gentle glow.

This guest bedroom is not just a place to sleep; it's a space crafted for relaxation and tranquillity, where guests can 
retreat to their own peaceful corner of the world. Every detail has been considered to create an inviting atmosphere 
that's both modern and timeless.

Upholstered bed base 160x200 
Upholstered headboard 280x120x5cm with niches lacquered 20x55x15 
Fabric for bed base and headboard ref.:05 
Matteress 160x200 visco (normal quality) 
Wallpaper 
Rug 75 x 185 cm ref: 74 with Line (02un) 
Wardrobe with 4 doors in MDF lacquered mate, with gold vertical handles200x55x210 
Console in mdf lacquered and oak mate 140x20x85 
Shelves 80x25x4cm lacquered 
Side table 46 diam 



Guest Bedroom Two (Continued)

GUEST BEDROOM TWO

Fabric for Decorative pillow  ref.:21 
Decorative pillow 50x30 
Fabric for Decorative pillow 55x30 ref.:02 
Roman curtain 
Fabric  ref.: 235S 
Mirror 52x152cm wood frame

Wall lamp 
Decorative frame Jetty 50x70 
Decorative frame Waves 50x70 
Decorative pillow 70x40 
Fabric for Decorative pillow  70x40 ref.: PF01 
Decorative pillow 60x40 
 



HOME OFFICE



The compact home office is a hub 
of efficiency, crafted to blend 
storage solutions seamlessly with a 
comfortable and motivating work 
area.

Home Office

Desk table in MDF oak mate 
160x50x80cm. 
Bookcase with 04 doors and shelf 
in MDF lacquered and oak mate 
140x200x35. 
Office chair 
Decorative frame Sunlight Palm 
50x70 
Decorative frame Watercolor 
70x100 
Wallpaper 
Artificial plant 
Vase cement white 39diam
Blade blinds black 25mm
 



The Italian designed bathrooms are 
a statement in luxury. Featuring a 
walk-in rain shower and crafted 
with the finest Italian designs, it 
takes daily routines and transforms 
them into extraordinary 
experiences. The materials, the 
precision in detail, and the overall 
ambiance make it an epitome of 
luxury.

Bathroom sanitary ware and 
furniture is supplied as part of the 
home package.

Bathrooms

EN SUITE BATHROOM GUEST BATHROOM



Superior sheet 280x290 for mattress 200 x 180 
White 50% Cotton + 50%
polyester (Percale 50 180 wires)
Elastic sheet 180x200+30 for mattress 200 x 180 
White 50% Cotton + 50%
polyester (Percale 50 180 wires)
Pillow cover 50x70+2 White 50% Cotton + 50% 
polyester (Percale 50 180 wires)
Sleeping Pillow 50x70 Microfiber 100% Polyester
Mattress protector 180x200 with 4 elastics 80% 
Cotton 20% Polyester White
Face Towel 50x100 with double stitching on the 
side hems 100% Cotton terry
Bath Towel 70x140 with double stitching on the 
side hems 100% Cotton terry
Bidet Towel 30x50 with double stitching on the 
side hems 100% Cotton terry 450gr/m2
Bath Mat 50x70 with double stitching on the side 
hems 100% Cotton terry 620gr/m2
Eating plate 27cm White
Soup dish 23cm White
Dessert plate 21cm White
Table fork 40gr 205mm
Table knife 82gr 225mm
Table spoon 48gr 205mm
Dessert fork 26gr 175mm
Dessert knife 50gr 195mm
Dessert spoon 28gr 175mm
Wine Glass 57cl
Water Glass 40cl
Packaging for export

Accessories



BAUHU Furniture Collection

Our skilled interior designers have carefully chosen a 
beautiful array of colours, finishes and textures to create a 
seamless balance between modern trends and timeless 
design.  Nevertheless, this beautiful space can be adapted 
and personalised to blend with specific tastes and our 
designers can propose an alternative interior decor palette 
ensuring that the final design resonates with the client's 
specific needs and preferences.

Contact Us
Mail: contact@bauhu.com     
Tel: +44 7949 345 478

mailto:contact@bauhu.com
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